Tuscumbia WMA Unit 2 Waterfowl Draw Hunting Procedures

- Hunt days are Wednesdays and Saturdays
- Reservation positions: 9
- Reservations are for a 1-day hunt
- Hunters are assigned a unit prior to the season
- Standby hunters’ names may be drawn on site to fill any vacant hunt units, the person drawn first selects their hunt unit first
- Draw Time: 5:00am
- If reservation holders fail to check in by 5:30am, they risk losing their spot to another hunting party if all hunting positions are filled
- Shooting time ends at 12:00 noon
- Guests: 3 (Total party of 4)

All hunting seasons are closed when the Tuscumbia River gauge at Corinth, MS reads 15.0 ft. or higher. River stages can be obtained from [www.mdwfp.com/wma](http://www.mdwfp.com/wma). The earliest daily reading will determine WMA closure for the entire day.